A simple geometric proof is given for the Hartman-Nirenberg cylindricity theorem and some generalizations. Then the following cylindricity theorem (unpublished) of S. Alexander is proved using the same idea.
Introduction.
In this paper we prove some cylindricity theorems for The distance from p to q in E is exactly ih + r ) . Hence fiq) must lie in the closed E3-ball Bh of radius ih2 + r2)/l and center fip) = (0, 0, s + h)
by the tetherball principle. Similarly, using p -(0, s -h), we find fip) lies somewhere in the closed E -ball B , of radius ih + r Y2 and center -77
(0, 0, s -h). It follows immediately that (s + h) -(r2 + h2)'A < viq) < is-h) + (r + h ) , and these inequalities hold for all h. As h -> oo, we find s < viq) < s as required. Geometrically, we have fiq) e B, O B , , a lensshaped region. As h -> oo these regions flatten out and tend in the limit to a disc of radius r lying in the plane v = s in E . Hence, again viq) = s.
Now let q' = (r, s + h). We know \\fiq') -fiq)\\ < h, but viq') -viq) = h;
it follows that u.iq') = u.iq), or the u. are functions of r alone.
Lemma 1, as indicated by Hartman, can be extended in several ways.
For one thing, the proof works equally well for E^ immersed in Eq, q > p.
We will also need the following generalization. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
